Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Good Earnings When We Needed
Them

Markets were tricky this week until we saw strength emerge Thursday on the
back of a few large leading companies reporting good numbers and soaring to new
heights.
We were seeing weaker numbers from many companies and poor action after
earnings which kept markets from moving higher and I was worried that we may not
see a rally as we usually do this time of year.
I talk about this in my free nightly blog at www.wizzentrading.com so you can
get short, daily updates for free there to stay more on top of my thoughts.
Anyhow, we really needed great numbers from the companies reporting late
this past week, and we got them.
Now we’re oﬀ to the races and I’m into stocks in a good sized way now and
looking for more setups as we continue higher into the end of the year.
Metals didn’t do much this past week but are still setup for higher, if they move
very soon.
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Gold gained 2.09% this past week and continues to build a bull flag which
points to a move higher, if it moves soon.
This flag building just under the resistance level at $1,200 is quite positive and
if we do breakout it would target a move to $1,225 where the next resistance level
sits.
I’m still not so sure a major low is in place but the action has been constructive
in that direction for gold.
Major bottoms take time to really form and they usually do at major support
areas, which remains $1,000 in the case of gold.
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Silver lost 1.37% this past week and is also setting up for a move higher.
A move above the $16.25 area remains a buy level with a move to the next
resistance level at $16.75 where a breakout should take silver.
Again, I am not so sure a major low is yet in place but this action is
constructive.
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Platinum lost 1.45% for the week but is also set to move higher.
This nice bull flag right along the 100 day moving average is great and points
to higher with $1,025 the breakout level.
A breakout in platinum should take it to $1,075 where it should see resistance.
As always, platinum will not move unless gold and silver are breaking out
higher as well.
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Palladium slid only 0.28% this past week but is also ready to move higher if led
by gold and silver.
I’d use a move above the 200 day moving average as the buy point at $714.36.
The next real resistance level is up at $775 so this could be a great trade, but
action at $722 and $750 has to be watched closely in case the move fizzles out and
of course, gold and silver have to be moving higher or holding well in order for
palladium to move higher.
Thank you very much for reading and you can find out more about what I do
for members as we focus on leading stocks for the most part at http://
wizzentrading.com
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are having
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diﬃculties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com with
“subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox, links and
all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists of please see
here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your friends or
family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial recommendation
service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any action taken as a result of
reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader. We recommend seeking professional
financial advice and performing your own due diligence before acting on any information received
through “Wizzen Trading”.
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